
THE GEORGE W Bush Highway: not a road
name I expected to find after landing in the
Republic of Georgia. The main road from
the airport into Tbilisi makes a statement
to Georgia’s former Soviet compatriots. It’s
clear that Georgia is a fiercely independent
and proud country, and that with its rich
history and fascinating culture, it has a lot
to be proud of. Yet few in the West know
much about Georgia beyond its sparring
with Russia, and most may, with some
justification, believe it to be quite Soviet.
However, Georgia has a unique identity
and its position at the edge of Asia and
Europe has brought influences from
Byzantine Arabs, Mongols and Russians.
Wine is deeply embedded in Georgian
life. The country claims to be wine’s
birthplace. Vitis vinifera is almost certainly
native to the Caucasus region, and
supporting archaeological evidence
includes 7,000-year-old cultivated grape
pips in the national museum. The word
“wine” itself is believed to come from the
Georgian “gvino”. This is not a spirits
culture; wine (mostly home-made and dry)
is the alcoholic drink of choice.
Interestingly, men drink white wine, while
red is seen as only fit for women. Every
important meal involves a “Tamada”, who
leads frequent vinous toasts.
Today, Georgia’s wine industry has a new
face. It’s moved on from the Soviet state
monopoly, via a volume and price-driven
trade with Russia, to having to reinvent
itself after the 2006 Russian embargo.
Irakli Talakhadze of Chateau Mukhrani
points out: “Before the Russian ban, 80-

90% of the industry were volume producers
of low-quality wine, plus there were lots of
fake Georgian wines being made in
Bulgaria, Ukraine and Moldova.” He adds:
“It’s good for the wine industry to escape
this low-quality demand and competition.”
Lado Uzunashvili (winemaker at Mukhrani
and Orovela) adds: “Ninety-nine per cent
of producers have now switched towards
quality” and points out “the new
government has banned counterfeiting
and imposed strict penalties”.

Wine association
There are rumours of a return to Russia
before too long, but Uzunashvili feels this
could be dangerous, saying: “We need to
spend more time and money on educated
markets, not like Russia.” To this end, the
very recent establishment of a new
Georgian wine association is good news.
Its head is Tina Kezeli, who states: “We are
aiming to be one voice towards both the
government and new markets.” She
explains that the association will focus on
selected markets including the UK, and
that she is working on a brand for Georgian
wine, “and this means branding Georgia
too as there is no other country where wine
is so important in the culture of the country
itself”. There are over 20 members so far,
who have to meet minimum quality
standards and share the vision while
working together.
Industry statistics are limited, as there is
no vineyard register and significant
production of homemade (grey market)
wines. The annual harvest is estimated to

be around 200,000 tonnes, and Anna
Godabrelidze of Samtrest reckons vineyard
area is 37,000 to 40,000 hectares. She
also points out that there are around 100
producers though only 21 are really
commercial. Exports saw a dramatic fall
from 60 million bottles (mostly to Russia)
before the ban, to just nine million in total
last year.
There is little information on grape
varieties planted: 525 unique Georgian
varieties are talked about, but only around
38 are in commercial production and even
fewer are widespread. Saperavi, Rkatsiteli
and Mtsvane, plus a smattering of
international varieties, are most common,
partly due to the drive for yield in Soviet
times. Of these, Saperavi is more than
capable of world-class wines, both as
serious dry reds, and the semi-sweet styles
popular in Russia. Rkatsiteli is less
interesting as it lacks aromatics but has
plenty of vibrant acidity. With clever
winemaking, it can be appealing (Tbilvino
and Mukhrani especially), but is often
better blended with the more aromatic and
interesting Mtsvane.

Viticultural legacy
There are signs of reviving interest in
Georgia’s viticultural legacy: Shumi has an
experimental plot of 200 varieties and the
new vineyards at Mukhrani include
Shavkapito, Tavkveri and Goruli. There’s
also a story to tell with Georgia’s traditional
Kvevri wines – made in clay jars
underground, typically with whites. The
crushed fruit is allowed to macerate with

A story to tell
With a remarkable winemaking history and culture, world-class native grapes,

unique viticultural practices and a clean slate in the minds of British consumers,
Georgian wines could have a bright future in the UK, suggests Caroline Gilby MW
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skins and often stems too for several
months resulting in uniquely deep-
coloured, structured whites. They will never
be big sellers, but can be seriously
interesting and a definite talking point.
In the UK itself, Georgian wines have
limited presence. The only major multiple is
Waitrose selling Orovela, a small new
estate project. Matt Smith, buyer, says, “It
is currently ranged in 20 of our branches
and sells well considering its distribution
and £15.49 price tag.” He adds: “I can see
potential for Georgia within the category. I
believe the quality is there and successful
blending of international varieties like
Cabernet Sauvignon and indigenous
grapes like Saperavi can give the consumer
a hook to try something different. In
addition, Georgia’s reputation is fairly price
neutral – in contrast to countries such as
Bulgaria and Romania who are still often
thought of as providing low-cost, basic
wines. This allows them a better
opportunity in the more premium sector.”
Helen Smith, director of leading Georgian
wine importer Gaumarjos, highlights:
“We’ve increased our range and now have
sparkling and brandy to offer. We are also

excited by the emergence of the organic
wine sector in Georgia.” Chris Bowling,
founder of online retailer the Georgian
Wine Society, is targeting two main groups
– Russian/Georgian expats living in the UK
and adventurous British wine enthusiasts –

and reckons there is about a 50% sales
split between these two groups. He
recognises the challenges of trying to sell
into the saturated UK market and of
overcoming perceptions that associate
Georgia with war and “Sovietism”.
However, he says: “I really believe that
Georgia should be near the top of the list
for anyone looking for ‘the next big thing’
in the international wine market. The
enthusiasm for Georgian wines in the
emails we receive from customers is quite
amazing, and I suspect quite rare. If we
can just spread this enthusiasm to a larger
number of people, then I think the future
of Georgian wines in the UK is very bright.”
Georgia may have a long and ancient
history in wine, but in its current form, its
industry is still learning to walk after the
massive changes caused by the Russian
embargo. It certainly has all the ingredients
for success; with a great story about being
the cradle of wine, a unique and vibrant
culture with wine at its heart, and some
exciting grapes that really can compete on
global terms. However, it still has a major
task ahead in communicating all this to its
target markets. db
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A fine clay: large wine jars, or kvevri, reflect the importance of wine in Georgian culture


